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Grupo trans.edu- ARTUR PARCERISA (coord.). (2014). Experiencias de
evaluación continuada en la universidad. Barcelona: Octaedro.

If the assessment is the component that most influences the student, as
quoted by  authors recalling the words of Gibbs and Simpson (2009), we
have to provide the assessment of the meaning and relevance ihat it
deserves in the process of teaching and learning.
A core book that is inscribed and written to improving assessment,

witn the conviction that improving the evaluation will improve student
learning.
The book is divided into two parts, both relevant and interesting.One

horter, but not for this consequence harder, and therefore not stronger,
to lay the theoretical basis of the concepts to develop: what is meant by
evaluation, what corvers the concept covering the concept of continuous
evaluation, relationship between evaluation and skills, best practices etc.
The contributions over of the importance of continuous evaluation,

are very pertinent relevant, since it is a concept that has been applied in
college with a certain degree of confusion as to what is or is not
continuous assessment in a strict. Reading the book helps us understand
these terms and highlights the role of continuous assessment in the
regulation of not only teaching but also of learning. Therefore an
assessment must meet all three functions: to a accredit , training and
trainer.
Highly recommended and interesting for all university teaching staff

is the table on page 18 where are reflected all enablers of continuous
assessment including: from the training sequence to students through
academic tutoring and feedback.
The central part of the book is the presentation by the members of

the  trans.edu of experiences on continuous assessment in college. These
are experiences from different disciplines and different degrees to give a
more plural and transversal perspective. 
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There are examples of continuous assessment experiences of different
depth:  from control and self-control test, to rubrics, through posters,
cases and artists notebooks. 12 experiences very well systematized and
exposed as real examples of ongoing proposals from health science
assessment through legal sciences.
The authors belong to the group of teaching innovation on

independent learning trans.edu University of Barcelona,
??http://www.ub.edu/transedu/content/qui-som. And this book is  their
testimony of is work and his labor and teaching innovation in college.
In short, is a book very pertinent to the university community because

it gives sense to the continuous assessment to further improve student
learning.

Anna Forés Miravalles

GIMENO SACRISTÁN, J. (2013) En busca del sentido de la educación.
Madrid: Morata. 270 pp. ISBN: 978-84-7112-687-0.

Looking for the meaning of education is a book that proposes a global
and reflexive perspective on the significance of education in Spain,
nowadays. To understand the significance of the meaning of education,
the author, Prof Gimeno Sacristán, a renowned scholar with a long and
highly appreciated trajectory in the academic field of education, describes
the modern theoretical approaches towards education, as well as the daily
problems of the educational community and their pedagogical practices
confronted with a severe economic, financial and social crisis in the whole
country. From the very beginning, he strongly emphasizes the idea of
education as a universal human right of all children and reveals and
analyses in detail the official narratives of education in Spain. 
Through the nine chapters of this book, the author introduces us into

the main themes such as the fundamentals of the education as a hope of
progress and the historical evolution of education in Spain, during the
last two decades (Chapter 1 and 2). These chapters give us the necessary
context to understand education from a historical, social, demographic
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and cultural perspective and facilitate the analysis and the explanation of
some of the most urgent problems of the educational system: the school
drop out and the early abandon, understood as the failure of the
educational system that did not adequately respond to all its students and
to the society (Chapter 3). 
Related to this chapter, the author continues with the analysis of the

assessment process, both as discourse and as practices situated
somewhere in between pedagogy and antipedagogy (the author refers to
the vices of the assessment process in all its various forms) (Chapter 4)
and the external evaluation of the educational system and the subsequent
consequences on its development, the conceptualization of notions like
failure and academic success, or on teachers´ training and professional
development (Chapter 5). 
Following the analysis of the substantive issues in the educational

system, Professor Gimeno Sacristán delves into the topic of instruction,
the core of education, examining the teaching and learning processes,
the value of the content to be taught, how students learn, how space and
time are organized and what teaching strategies can be employed to
optimize these processes and to ensure that students keep being
motivated and follow a successful school career (Chapter 6).
In the next three chapters, “the hallmarks” of the education and public

school (p.202) as a free, accessible and equitable school for all students
are presented; a school that fights against academic failure, promotes
comprehensive education and teaches modern and renewed cultural
content; a secular school, with «a kind pedagogy» (p.212), a flexible and
participatory organization and where teachers act like critical intellectuals
(Chapter 7). Furthermore, education in new cultural scenarios confronts
us with alternative ways of learning based on the many possibilities
opened up by digital culture of ebook and new media and information
channels (Chapter 8).
The last chapter summarizes the author’s ideas about the fundamental

importance of initial and on-going professional development of teachers
in improving the quality of teaching. The necessary re-professionalization
of teachers should take into account both pedagogical aspects, as well as
social, symbolical and emotional factors such as the social image and
professional status of teachers in society, their professional identity
including their needs, their ideas and beliefs, values and behaviours both
within and outside schools (Chapter 9).
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To sum up, in the actual context of change of the educational system,
the author aims to reflect and to inquire about the meaning of education
and the guiding assumptions concerning the current pedagogical
practices. In this sense, the book becomes a reference for all educators
committed to defending and improving public education and to the
eradication of old and new inequalities in our educational system. 

Iulia Mancila

LUIS MIGUEL GARCÍA MORENO (2014). Psicobiología de la educación.
ISBN: 978-84-995884-1-4  

The book collects in its 336 pages psychobiology content that would
interest any potential educator , allowing him to deepen in themes with
certainly interesting bibliographical suggestions.
The fourteen-chapter work is a proposal for training future teachers

in the world and the psychobiological study of the brain. The author’s
experience in the world of psychobiology in education is probably the
best guarantee for reading the book.
From the latest psychobiological research in education and intelligence

to the executive functions through language, emotions, memory and
learning the author describes all biological mechanisms responsible for
our behavior and emotions.
In short, the author exposes a rigorous and substantiated proposal

psychobiological knowledge to students and education professionals for
training and practice. Evidence of the importance of good training for
future teachers as diverse as subjects. genetics, development, sleep,
sensory systems and essentially through cognitive processes such as
memory, language, executive functioning or intelligence.

Soledad Gil Hernández
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RÁBANO LLAMAS, M. F., (2014). 10 Claves para la formación del
profesorado de lenguas extranjeras: Nuevos escenarios, nuevos
retos. Berlín: Logos Verlag Berlin GMBH. 108 pp. ISBN: 978-3-8325-
3729-6.

In this brief but complete book in Spanish, Manuel Rábano Llamas
provides information on ten key concepts for foreign language teaching
in the 20th century given the “urgent need for change” (p. 2) in this area
of education. The chapters, which vary from 3 to 15 pages each, cover
such practical topics as communicative competence, digital competence,
and the textbook, as well as more theoretical or abstract subjects such as
the transversal nature of foreign languages, culture, and negotiation of
meaning. The book reviews key notions in the teaching of English as a
foreign language and, as such, can be used to orient new teachers or to
brush up on the field in question. Some more specific topics are speech
acts, non-verbal communication, critical reflection, and the use of virtual
learning platforms such as Moodle as well as Web 2.0 tools, among others.
In addition to the information offered in the chapters, the author provides
links to important websites for some subjects of interest, for example,
English pronunciation (chapter 5) and autonomous learning of English
in general (chapter 6). 
A recurring topic in the book is intercultural competence, which is

discussed in chapter 9. According to the author, two points must be
considered before defining the concept: 1) the equity of different cultures
amongst themselves and the idea that cultures and individuals “enrich
and complement” each other thanks to different influences; and 2) the
fact that the claims of cultural minorities can be compatible with
European integration. According to the author, English plays an important
role in this context (p. 81). Given the situation, intercultural education,
besides considering “the conception of man as being tolerant,
understanding and respectful towards the different cultures in today’s
society,” is also “willing and subject to mutual exchange between its own
culture and the other through reflection.” Thanks to this situation, the
members of the different communities can better understand each other
(p. 82). 
An example of how the author intertwines interculturality in the

different chapters can be found from the start in chapter 1: “Awareness,
transferencia and interlengua.” The author explains these concepts from
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a point of view of openness and understanding towards other cultures.
In other words, for him the notion of “awareness” goes beyond purely
linguistic matters to cover cultural and intercultural concerns too. At the
same time, the concept of transference, which he borrows from Odlin
(1994: p. 27), “the influence resulting from similarities and differences
between the new language and any other previously acquired language”
(p. 11),i is related to interculturality when considering that “the study of
another language facilitates understanding of the values implied in it.”
Thus, “the teaching and learning of second languages play an important
role in the complete education of the individual, especially when
communication and education of values fosters better coexistence
between peoples (pp. 11-12). This becomes more possible, for example,
when communicative and interactional focuses are used. 
We recommend this book because of its practical nature and humane

focus. Undoubtedly, it will be of interest to teachers in general but
especially to teacher trainers and professors of education. 
References
Odlin, T. (1994). Perspectives on Pedagogical Grammar. New York:

Cambridge University Press.

Mary Frances Litzler

ECHEITA, G. (2014). Educación para la inclusión o educación sin
exclusiones. Madrid: Narcea. 181 pp. ISBN: 978-84-277-1500-4.

Gerardo Echeita offers us a detailed revision of the ideas and concepts
that have guided educational practices in attention to diversity so far.
Besides, he formulates some principles and performances, which, if
implemented, will allow us to reach the horizon of inclusive education.
As the author says in the book’s introduction, the work presented is a

synthesis and a personal interpretation of works of very different national
and international authors.
The book begins with a detailed analysis of the definition and

evolution of special education. Thus, in the first chapter, different authors’
descriptions and theories on this subject are presented and an evaluation
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is made from a proposed model of quality of life. This section ends with
a summary of the Warnock Report and the Salamanca Statement,
concluding with a change in the perspective of special education towards
a model of quality in teaching and educational equity.
Evolution or, what is more, no evolution of special education in recent

years is discussed in the second chapter. The author analyzes the change
in relation to diagnostic labels that a few years ago some students were
referred with, and compares these labels with concepts more recently
proposed, showing the fail in achieving the objective that these concepts
were aimed to. Echeita continues talking about the double network of
centers and a study on existing ideas among teachers about the
integration of students with special needs, and makes a comparison of
their answers in different educational stages (childhood education,
primary education and secondary education), suggesting the existence of
significant differences, highlighting childhood education teachers with a
more positive attitude with regard to the implementation of integration,
and secondary education teachers with the most critical view. At this
point, he invites us to consider the question “¿Alguien se atreve a decir
que es más difícil conseguir la escolarización de alumnos diversos en un
mismo proyecto educativo, que la tarea de atravesar un buen trecho del
universo para explorar un planeta lejano?” (p. 75) [Does anyone dare to
say that it’s harder to get the schooling of different learners in the same
educational project, than the task of traversing a long way in the universe
to explore a distant planet?]. Finally, a section is devoted to special
education schools and the moral dilemma that families of children with
special needs face when deciding on the type of schooling for their
children.
The third chapter presents the concept of inclusive education and

conducts a review of the different approaches associated with it. The
justification for the change in terminology, from integration to inclusion,
is fully justified and explained by the historical presentation of various
minority groups. Once the analysis of the different existing approaches
relating to inclusive education is made, it is clear that this is an attitude
and a value that must be present in all activities, educational policies and
practices, always under common denominators that are also presented
here.
The fourth chapter addresses the issue of teacher training for attention

to diversity. Topics related to student participation and areas of
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intervention, focusing on multiple intelligences and the adaptation of
teaching to student diversity, are discussed. This chapter also includes
examples of core competences that are essential in the teaching
professional work.
Finally, the closing chapter of the book talks about the differences in

different contexts and countries in relation to inclusive education. It is in
this chapter where the author includes a review of the Index for
Inclusion. Developing learning and participation in schools, by Booth
and Ainscow (from 2000), which contains dimensions, sections and
indicators which offer substantial support to schools in their evolution
towards a more inclusive system.
As a conclusion, therefore, this is a work that provides its readers with

a framework on the wide concept of inclusive education and with
performance guidelines for action in schools.

Tania Cid Rodríguez
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